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Binding of isaac technology .5

en: Obitos Pasivos, Ómietos de Rebirth Editar Commentos Communist Party c: Isaac Binding: Rebirth Share Isaac Binding: Rebirth Community Content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. From Isaac's Snap: Wiki Rebirth For all technical items, check Tech (disambiguation) Tech.5 is a passive element that can be
unlocked. Effects[edit] Notes[edit] Damage to laser scales directly with isak damage. Unlike technology or Technology 2, Isaac can still shoot tears from both eyes in addition to firing a laser. Interaction[edit] Sulfur: Tech.5 is not a fire. However, he will still fire when playing like Azazelle with his short Range Brimstone. Since laser scales
are with player damage, this can be a devastating combination. Tech.5 fires are usually while Brimstone laser is charging. Lilith: No effect like Lilith's inherently blindfolded. Ludovico technique: The laser works in the same direction that the controlled tear moves. [edit] Unblock achievements[edit] Technology Zero – Pick up two elements of
technology in one run. Seeds[edit] PC KG0Z H94Y (Treasure Room next to the right number from spawn). PS4 6EFG VTT0 (Treasure room adjacent to spawning). ALZM G2PC switch (first gold treasure room) Hi! I am IsaacDailyBot and I will place another Renaissance item to discuss every day. Today's Subjects - Text Tech.5Flavour:
This is still being experienced Giving Isaac a laser that is located in the center of his head and will shoot at random intervals while firing tears. Each laser causes damage equal to your current tear damage. Luck doesn't affect the rate at which Tech.5 fires and doesn't scale with elements that increase tear statistics. Wiki &lt; &lt; Previous
ThreadPost all discussions, opinions and opinions about this item in the comments below. Following Reddiquette is highly recommended! Don't give something you disagree with - answer and explain whyIsaacDailyBot was created /u/elucidater. Please send all questions or requests here
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